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Aircraft management, sales and acquisition

Private charter flights on demand

Corporate flights Medical transportation

VIP charters Helicopter transfers

Taurus Jet is an European service company
operating worldwide  24/7
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Own operations control service: strict monitoring of all stages 
of flight arrangement and management

Exclusive rights to charter privately-owned aircraft absent 
from joint trading platforms

Favourable prices for many flight routes
due to special agreements with aviation companies

A network of representatives in key regions of Europe

Flexibility of payment methods

Taurus Jet is a regular provider of services for 
leading concierge service companies and European 
family offices

Management of non-standard financing options
for the purchase of an aircraft

Why Taurus Jet?



Private charter
service

The main types of charters
you can request at any time:
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Corporate business flights

Air taxi and helicopter transfers

Medical and special transportation

Flights for sports teams and music bands

Private flights for personal purposes



Audit and evaluation of the current budget

Running cost optimisation

Audit and evaluation of the effectiveness of existing operators and suppliers

Full aircraft management:
from crew selection to on-board satellite communication provision

Commercial utilization of aircraft — subcharter sales and management

Consulting on all key aircraft ownership 
and management matters

Aircraft
management

Taurus Jet provides the following 
aircraft management services:
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Current fleet of aircraft managed
by Taurus Jet and partners:

Bombardier
Global 6000
2 planes

Nextant 400XTi

Dassault Falcon 7X
Embraer 
Legacy 600/650
2 planes

Hawker 850XP
2 planes

Gulfstream G150

Premier IA



Aircraft sales 
and acquisitions

Taurus Jet provides the following 
aircraft purchase and sales services:
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Search of offers outside open market platforms

Analysis of the market and current aircraft purchase/sales offers

New aircraft ordering and trade-in deal arrangement

Management and operations of the purchased aircraft

Consulting on all key matters of aircraft purchase or sale

Negotiating and supervising deals at all stages

Financing of aircraft purchase arrangement



Lifestyle services
Taurus Jet and its partners around the world provide 
the following additional concierge services:
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Motor yacht and boat rent and charters

Ground and helicopter transfers

Reservations of hotels, apartments, villas and chalets

Tickets to sporting, cultural and private events

Reservation of restaurants and access to private membership clubs

Chauffeur services, security and domestic staff, nannies and governesses



Taurus Jet
and partners

Taurus Jet was established as alliance of European 
companies and professionals involved in business 
aviation for more than 10 years

Our key partners
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We employ the expertise and specialists of our aircraft management 
partner group, including the arrangement of cost audits, searches, 
purchases and sales of aircraft.

Our lifestyle suppliers include leading yachting companies, 
hotel chains, ticket and event companies, luxury transfer services 
and agents worldwide.



Direct contacts
24/7

sales@taurusjet.aero

www.taurusjet.aero

+44 777 588 7776

London Worldwide

+371 29 167 125
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